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aviation terminology aviation has its own language of hundreds of aeronautical terms here you
will find the most common aviation terms as well as some not so common aviation terms some come
from french german even military usage but remember that english is always the official language
of aviation this page has a list of some of the most common aviation terms and what they mean as
you begin your career as a private pilot it is important to have a strong understanding of these
aeronautical terms and aviation words the list is not exhaustive and you may come across other
aviation terms this article contains a glossary of the most common aviation terminology that
every pilot should know which will allow you to start talking the talk like the pros absolute
ceiling the highest altitude an aircraft can maintain while maintaining a constant airspeed
accelerated stall a stall that occurs higher than the published stall speed welcome to the master
pilot acronym list this list includes over 6000 acronyms abbreviations and contractions for
aviation use this list also includes acronyms for notices to air missions formally known as
notices to airmen notam faa and controller terms if we missed one let us know in an industry of
acronyms and technical language this comprehensive dictionary is an essential reference book for
anyone involved with aviation and or space organizations administrators pilots maintenance
technicians drone operators colleges and universities air trafic controllers manufacturers
engineers government agencies airlines also aeroplane airport an area designated for the takeoff
and landing of aircraft airship a lighter than air craft that can be steered and propelled
through the air also dirigible airstair a set of steps used by passengers and crew to embark and
disembark from a commercial aircraft apron the paved area at an airport july 16 2020 tamu smith
kohls aviation terminology is essential for pilots to effectively communicate with those in
aviation here s why one of the first ways an air traffic controller can differentiate an amateur
or new pilot from a professional or seasoned one is the ability to use and understand aviation
terminology january 23 2023 dallas aviation is full of terms and sayings that the majority of non
aviation people have a hard time understanding from acronyms to plain language synonyms you can
find brand new meanings for words in the aviation industry our aviation glossary lists and
explains the most commonly used terms aviation glossary abbreviations search a ab initio s above
ground level agl absolute ceiling acars aircraft communication addressing and reporting system
acas asdr accelerate stop distance required asda accelerated stop distance available adf a smgcs
aerodrome spherical geometry in the context of aviation spherical geometry refers to the
mathematical study of figures on the surface of a sphere which is crucial for navigation and
flight planning it is used to calculate the shortest distance between two points on the earth s
surface known as the great circle distance aviation has its own words of hundreds of aeronautical
words here you will find the most common aviation glossary when right as some not so common
aviation terms einige coming from french german even military usage not keep that english is
anytime the former language of aviation expand your aviation vocabulary with this aeronautical
glossary master essential aviation terms and communicate like a pilot with proponent new terms
and definitions for weather products unmanned aircraft systems uas human factors and aerodynamics
have been added and terms pertinent to dispatchers and airline operations such welcome to the
aviation term glossary an all inclusive guide to the language and terminology used in the
exciting world of aviation whether you are an aviation enthusiast a student a professional pilot
or simply curious about the fascinating field of aviation this comprehensive glossary will serve
as your go to resource a glossary of aviation maintenance terms technical aviation dictionary
with abbreviations and slang words speak like an aviation expert avspeak a glossary of aviation
terms and abbreviations aviation related terms and definitions used in association with civil
flight obtained from the code of federal regulations federal aviation regulations and many other
sources general abbreviations and those specific to aerofiles can be found on our codes page this
glossary was compiled to promote a common understanding of the terms used in the air traffic
control system it includes those terms which are intended for pilot controller communications the
universal language across the aviation industry is english but there are some aviation terms that
also have their roots in other languages like french german and sometimes military lexicon
however even in english aviation terms can use words with a totally different meaning than those
in any other context 1 absolute altitude the distance measurement of an airplane above the ground
and is always constantly changing it s expressed in feet agl above ground level 2 absolute
ceiling the maximum altitude that an aircraft can attain while flying at a constant speed 3
acceleration the rate of change of velocity for a moving aircraft 4 start the list of aviation
aerospace and aeronautical terms article using the article wizard if you wish or add a request
for it but please remember that wikipedia is not a dictionary wiktionary appendix aviation
aerospace and aeronautical terms
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aviation terms meanings the complete guide to pilot talk Apr 28
2024

aviation terminology aviation has its own language of hundreds of aeronautical terms here you
will find the most common aviation terms as well as some not so common aviation terms some come
from french german even military usage but remember that english is always the official language
of aviation

aviation terminology jargon pilot passion Mar 27 2024

this page has a list of some of the most common aviation terms and what they mean as you begin
your career as a private pilot it is important to have a strong understanding of these
aeronautical terms and aviation words the list is not exhaustive and you may come across other
aviation terms

every aviation word explained pilot institute Feb 26 2024

this article contains a glossary of the most common aviation terminology that every pilot should
know which will allow you to start talking the talk like the pros absolute ceiling the highest
altitude an aircraft can maintain while maintaining a constant airspeed accelerated stall a stall
that occurs higher than the published stall speed

faa acronyms list of all aviation terms proairpilot com Jan 25
2024

welcome to the master pilot acronym list this list includes over 6000 acronyms abbreviations and
contractions for aviation use this list also includes acronyms for notices to air missions
formally known as notices to airmen notam faa and controller terms if we missed one let us know

dictionary of aeronautical terms 6th edition aircraft spruce Dec
24 2023

in an industry of acronyms and technical language this comprehensive dictionary is an essential
reference book for anyone involved with aviation and or space organizations administrators pilots
maintenance technicians drone operators colleges and universities air trafic controllers
manufacturers engineers government agencies airlines

glossary of aviation aerospace and aeronautics wiktionary Nov 23
2023

also aeroplane airport an area designated for the takeoff and landing of aircraft airship a
lighter than air craft that can be steered and propelled through the air also dirigible airstair
a set of steps used by passengers and crew to embark and disembark from a commercial aircraft
apron the paved area at an airport

pilot talk aviation terminology to know and its importance Oct 22
2023

july 16 2020 tamu smith kohls aviation terminology is essential for pilots to effectively
communicate with those in aviation here s why one of the first ways an air traffic controller can
differentiate an amateur or new pilot from a professional or seasoned one is the ability to use
and understand aviation terminology

50 terms every aviation enthusiast should know airways Sep 21
2023

january 23 2023 dallas aviation is full of terms and sayings that the majority of non aviation
people have a hard time understanding from acronyms to plain language synonyms you can find brand
new meanings for words in the aviation industry
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aviation glossary your pilot academy Aug 20 2023

our aviation glossary lists and explains the most commonly used terms aviation glossary
abbreviations search a ab initio s above ground level agl absolute ceiling acars aircraft
communication addressing and reporting system acas asdr accelerate stop distance required asda
accelerated stop distance available adf a smgcs aerodrome

aviation terms dictionary avibrary Jul 19 2023

spherical geometry in the context of aviation spherical geometry refers to the mathematical study
of figures on the surface of a sphere which is crucial for navigation and flight planning it is
used to calculate the shortest distance between two points on the earth s surface known as the
great circle distance

aviation terms meanings the complete guide to pilot talk Jun 18
2023

aviation has its own words of hundreds of aeronautical words here you will find the most common
aviation glossary when right as some not so common aviation terms einige coming from french
german even military usage not keep that english is anytime the former language of aviation

glossary of aviation terms proponent May 17 2023

expand your aviation vocabulary with this aeronautical glossary master essential aviation terms
and communicate like a pilot with proponent

asa s dictionary of aeronautical terms updated to 7th edition Apr
16 2023

new terms and definitions for weather products unmanned aircraft systems uas human factors and
aerodynamics have been added and terms pertinent to dispatchers and airline operations such

glossary airport list Mar 15 2023

welcome to the aviation term glossary an all inclusive guide to the language and terminology used
in the exciting world of aviation whether you are an aviation enthusiast a student a professional
pilot or simply curious about the fascinating field of aviation this comprehensive glossary will
serve as your go to resource

aviation glossary acronyms and abbreviations Feb 14 2023

a glossary of aviation maintenance terms technical aviation dictionary with abbreviations and
slang words speak like an aviation expert

aviation glossary aerofiles Jan 13 2023

avspeak a glossary of aviation terms and abbreviations aviation related terms and definitions
used in association with civil flight obtained from the code of federal regulations federal
aviation regulations and many other sources general abbreviations and those specific to aerofiles
can be found on our codes page

12 31 20 pilot controller glossary pilot controller glossary Dec
12 2022

this glossary was compiled to promote a common understanding of the terms used in the air traffic
control system it includes those terms which are intended for pilot controller communications

aviation terms aeroclass org Nov 11 2022

the universal language across the aviation industry is english but there are some aviation terms
that also have their roots in other languages like french german and sometimes military lexicon
however even in english aviation terms can use words with a totally different meaning than those
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in any other context

airplane glossary aviation terms you should know blog Oct 10 2022

1 absolute altitude the distance measurement of an airplane above the ground and is always
constantly changing it s expressed in feet agl above ground level 2 absolute ceiling the maximum
altitude that an aircraft can attain while flying at a constant speed 3 acceleration the rate of
change of velocity for a moving aircraft 4

list of aviation aerospace and aeronautical terms wikipedia Sep
09 2022

start the list of aviation aerospace and aeronautical terms article using the article wizard if
you wish or add a request for it but please remember that wikipedia is not a dictionary
wiktionary appendix aviation aerospace and aeronautical terms
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